The PRO PLUS Series™ is designed to
meet the needs of the Bullseye and
competitive shooter. With the ability
to shoot ~2 inch groups at 50 yards
you don’t have to worry about your X
count. The PRO PLUS™ is capable of
shooting 10 X’s in a row at 50 yards.
So out shooting the gun won’t be a
problem. As usual we provide video
testing footage showing the performance of our products to ensure
you have complete confidence in the
performance of your PRO PLUS 1911.

the cast ones used by others. The
PRO PLUS Series™ from AXI is quite
simply the best value in competitive
shooting. PERIOD.

PRO PLUS Series™ standard custom features:

If your focus is performance,
reliability and value then the PRO
PLUS Series™ is what you’ve been
looking for. We are now offering the
PRO PLUS Series™ in Wadgun and
Metallic Sight configurations for
$3995.00

High grip beavertail grip safety

You don’t need to worry about
quality either. Accuracy X, Inc. only
uses the highest quality parts and
components. You’ll not find MIM or
CAST parts in our 1911s. In fact we
use the very same parts from our legendary X Series™ 1911s to build our
PRO Series™ pistols. We use our own
forged slides and frames which are
far stronger and more durable than

Why pay more and get less. With the
PRO PLUS Series™ you pay less and
get MORE!

ready to win

Match fit Slide/Frame
25 lpi checkering on the front strap
25 lpi checkering on the main spring housing.
Match barrel and bushing,
Crisp match 3.5# or 4# trigger,
Opened ejection port
Match sights or scope/dot rail,
High textured grips
Match grade Slide Stop
Tuned Ejector and Extractor
Polished barrel throat and feed ramp
Match Hammer and Sear
Two tuned magazines
50 yards test target

Change the status quo- GO PRO!

Storage case
Data Book

The PRO PLUS can
shoot 10 X’s in a row
at 50 yards.

Metallic version shown

